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Abstract. A common practice among students to build their career is to looking 
at career path of professionals who started off with similar educational 
background as their own. Although one can manually obtain such information, 
it’s hard to arrive at comprehensive summary patterns due to the large data 
scale, data complexity and data distribution. To address these problems, we 
present CareerGalaxy, a web-based AI mashup application that integrates career 
information from multiple sources, and adopt a fast sequential association rule 
mining algorithm to generate a multi-scaled view for student to 1) get the big 

picture of the major potential directions, and 2) to zoom into the career path 
groups and individual paths for detailed case study, and eventually, to help 
students to make calculated decisions in tailoring a path of their choices. 
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1   Introduction 

Perhaps the most commonly asked, but equally difficult to answer question for 

graduating students is “where do you see yourself five years down the line?” Students 

often try to visualize their future by looking at career paths and achievement of other 

professionals who started off with the similar educational background as their own, 

mainly university department alumni. A powerful source of such information today is 
the popular business social networking website, LinkedIn. A LinkedIn profile usually 

provides complete career path information since graduation. However, given the 150 

million linked users, it is hard for one to randomly retrieve and analysis all of profiles 

with similar background to get some idea about future. The information could also be 

biased based solely on one’s own connections. Moreover, LinkedIn does not have the 

income information and visualized geographic information, which are important for 

career planning. Therefore, we developed CareerGalaxy, an AI marshup that 

integrates multiple resources and performs association rule mining on thousands of 
popular LinkedIn profiles to suggest career directions based on the user’s education 

background. And for each career direction, we provide derived information as a 

comprehensive reference to help the student to finally find their favorite career 

direction. In this paper, we first describe the features of CareerGalaxy in section 2; 



followed by the implementation details in section 3. Finally we conclude by 

summarizing our contribution and future work. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Figure 1. The front-end of CareerGalaxy. (A) Initial interface and pie chart segmented by job title. (B) 

Clusters of career path. (C) Example table. (4) Geo Tag and summarized information based on the location. 
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2   CareerGalaxy Application 

CareerGalaxy (http://128.125.86.185:8080/CareerGalaxy/) is a web-based application. 

The front end website is initiated as a simple input panel for user to input her/his 

major, degree and the type of output information (Fig. 1A). Based on these input, the 

system first output an overview of the sample distribution in a pie chart, i.e. if the user 
chooses “Job Titles” (or “Company Industries”), the output is a pie chart of potential 

job titles (or company industries). The legend besides the pie chart shows the list of 

job titles (with salary information) or industries, ordered by sample size. In the demo 

version, we limit the input major to the fields with enough samples (Fig. 1A) 

  Given the overview information, a user can further explore the interested directions 

by clicking the pie chart. The system will output the corresponding career path groups 

leading to different sub-directions (Fig. 1B). Within each group, we provide several 

common career paths in a descendent order according to the sample size. Using this 
information, a user can perform inter-group analysis for different sub-directions. To 

perform further individual case study, one can click the sample size on the left of each 

career path, and then the website will display a table of samples sharing the same 

career path below the career path (Fig. 1C). The username, LinkedIn connection 

number, Job Title and other fields are all listed for further analysis. A user can sort the 

samples by any field and find the most interested samples and follow the link to view 

their LinkedIn profiles. The working locations of these samples are illustrated on the 

Google map below the sample table (Fig. 1D). The maps show additional circles with 
radius proportional to the sample size, and when a user moves mouse over a marker, it 

will show up a list of samples and their companies in the corresponding location.   

3   Underlying Mechanism 

The back-end of CareerGalaxy consists of two major components – first, an integrated 

data source and second, data mining engine which processes user inputs to generate 

outputs (Fig. 2). We describe below both the components in detail. 

 

 
Fig. 2. CareerGalaxy Architecture 

http://128.125.86.185:8080/CareerGalaxy/


3.1   Data Source Building 

There are four steps to build data source. 1) We need to obtain a great amount of 

LinkedIn data since the main purpose of CareerGalaxy is to generate typical career 

paths. One way to obtain LinkedIn data is to use LinkedIn API, but the data obtained 
from this way is very limited. Another way is to use a crawler such as Nutch, but 

LinkedIn disallows personal crawler to fetch the profile pages. Therefore, we come up 

with a Google-based crawler-like approach to overcome this problem. The approach 

first grabs hundreds of LinkedIn profile links using Google search. Then these links 

serves as seeds to discover more profile links by parsing the pages and fetch other 

profile links contained in the pages. Using this approach, we have obtained over 

28000 profile pages. 2) Next we perform data cleaning. We group the associate 

records about degree, major and job titles to more general classes. For example, the 
majors “CS”, “database”, “AI” belong to the more general group “computer science”. 

To achieve this, we use DBpedia [2], “List of academic disciplines” in Wikipedia [3], 

and the International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO) [4] as references 

for the classification of degree, major and jobtitles, respectively. Then based on these 

reference sources, we automatically generate the regular expressions or keywords 

based on the sub-fields under the main categories of sources. Then we classify the 

degree, major and job titles based on these regular expressions and keywords. Finally, 

we double check the classification results and performed further modification for the 
keywords if it is necessary. In the final set of data, 92.3% degree, 87.3% major and 

74.5% job titles were classified, the rest unclassified information are labeled as 

unclassified. And we also make use of the LinkIn labeled industry to group different 

companies, and 61.1% companies in our data set are classified. After data cleaning, 

22784 profiles contain degree, major, and job information, and 18568 of them 

contains classified degree, major, job tile or industry information. 3) Next we need to 

integrate the income information. In the demo version, we have obtained average 

salary information for each job title classes. This information is from on the most 
recent salary data from Flcdatacenter, which also use the ISCO for the job 

classification. 4) In order to visualize our results in Google map, we also need to geo-

tag the linked profiles. All the LinkedIn profiles contain area-level current locations 

of the persons, which indicate their working locations. So based on these locations, 

we use the geo.place table in Yahoo YQL to obtain the latitudes and longitudes. Since 

Yahoo geo and Google map use the same datum GSW84, the latitudes and longitudes 

obtained can be directly used in Google map. 5) Finally all these information are 

integrated in the triple store openRDF Sesame, which provides us a powerful query 
language SPARQL and flexibility for updating and scaling. 

3.2   Career Path Computation 

To compute the frequent career path, we first use SPARQL to query out the career 

paths of all the samples with the same background as the user input. Then the key task 
is mining the frequent paths from these sample paths. Here, we first formulate this 

task into a sequential pattern mining problem. We represent the career state at a 

certain time point as a tuple, e.g. <major, degree>, <jobtitle, industry>, the career path 



of an individual can be represented as a sequence of career states. Hence, generating 

potential career paths is to mine the sequential patterns among these career sequences. 

This problem is challenging due to the combinatorial explosive number of 

intermediate career paths generated during the mining procedure. In our system, we 

adopt a fast frequent pattern growth algorithm, named PrefixSan, to mine the career 

path. PrefixSan achieves the fast speed by “recursive projecting” and “sequential 
pattern growing” [6]. The algorithm keep the pattern growth in a prefix tree like 

manner, which avoids generate career path repeatedly (see ref. [6] for details). The 

parameter of the algorithm is the minimum support number, a threshold to filter out 

the infrequent potential patterns. At present, we set this number adaptively according 

to the data size. Since some of the frequent pattern might be common sense and more 

informative path might have relative low support number, we will address this 

problem by adopting the multi-scale minimum support setting. Another issue is the 

result contains large amount of short path patterns because short sequences often have 
high frequencies. Thus, we set a threshold for the output path length to avoid the 

extremely short fragments. After obtaining the output career paths, we group them by 

their final career states, and then pick up the most popular groups and the most 

popular paths within each group for our final display of the career paths. 

4   Concluding Remarks 

In this paper we presented CareerGalaxy, a web-based AI mashup integrating 

multiple professional data sources and using association rule mining to generate 

reference career paths with detailed information for users based on their background. 

Using CareerGalaxy, students can take a close look to different potential career paths 

and to make calculated decisions in tailoring a path of their choices. In future, we 

would like to enhance CareerGalaxy by crawling more data and adding more features. 

For example, we could accept more inputs from users such as school information and 
personal strengths. This way, paths would be more customized for the user’s 

background. And we would also like to provide more information about different 

career directions such as the review of the companies and the more detailed 

information about salary.  
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